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The imitation theorygives a method constructing from a given good (3,1 )‑manifold

pair (M,L) a new good (3,I)‑manifold pair (M,L*) with a map q = (M,L*) ‑
(M, L) close to a diffeomorphism in several senses (cf.lKOHKll)･ In lK2], for
チny gi.ven good (3,1)‑manifold pair (M, L), an infinite family of almost identical

lmltatlOnS (M. L*) of (M, L) with exteriors E(L*, M) hyperbolic is constructed･
In lK3] it is shown that we can take as this family an infinite family of (3,1)‑
manifold pairs (M, L*) which have the hyperbolic covering property･ Tn this paper,

this result is applied to some graph in the 3‑sphere S3 to construct from any link
L in S3 an infinite familyミ‡ of almost identical imitations (S3,L*) of (S3,L)

with several properties, one of which is related to the skein (= two‑variable Jones,
HOMFLY, FLYPMOTH) polynornials (cf,[FrY作Ⅰ凡仙I/0]) of the links L* , LL A

link L* will be simply called an almost identical link imitation of a link L if
(S3, L*) is an almost identical imitation of (S3, L)I
For an link L and any positive number C, we shall show that this family 管

of almost identical link imitations L'of L can be taken so as to have all of the
followlng properties:
(1) Each L* ∈ Lj has the hyperbolic covering property, and there is a number

c+ > C such that the hyperbolic volume VoIE(L+,S3) < C+ and
supL*∈Ll?VoIE(L*, S3) ‑ C+,
(2) Each L* ∈ Ei is obtained as a band sum of L and a trivial knot 0

(In other words, L" is a fusion of the split union L + 0) and has the
unlinking number u(L*) ≦ maxtu(L), ll,
(3) The skein polynomial is constant on all L* ∈ S, and the skein polyno一
mial of each L* ∈ S is ̀close'to the skein polynomial of L.

A certain generalization of (2) will be shown in Theorem 3･1 which is our
main theorem, The precise meaning of the term 'close'in (3) will be clear in
Theorem 3･ 1 using coeがcientpolyn?mials , essentially the coefhcients of the skein
polynomial, regarded as a polynomlal in m in the convention of LickorishノMillett
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in lLM]･ lnhnitely many knotswiththe same skein polynomialConstructed by
Kanenobu lKJ have mutually non‑isomorphic AIexander modules･ By a property
of the imitation in lKl], any imitation map q : (S3,L*) ‑ (S3,L) induces an
isomorphism between the Alexander modules of L* and L･ Thus, for each link
L, we have infinitely many links with the same skein polynomial and the same

Alexander module isomorphic to the Alexander module of L.
Throughout this paper, some terminologies of rKO],LKl],lK2日K31 will be

used without mentionsI However･ the followlng terms are reconfirmed here. Namel

ly, a compact connected oriented 31manifold M is said to be hyperb(,lic if intoM ‑
M aoM ( when ∂M ‑ 8°M ) orits double D(int.M) ( when ∂M ≠ a{M )
has a comp一ete Riemannian structure of constant curvature ‑1, where aoM denotes

the union of al) tori in the boundary aM of M･ Then the volume Vol(intoM) 0,
Vol(D(intoM))/2 (known to be触ite) is a topological invariant of M, Called the

hyperbolic volume of M and denoted by VoIM･ By a good (3,1)‑manifold pair

(M7 L) ( or a good I‑manifold L in M ), We mean that ll/I is a compact ｡.nnected
oriented 31manifold and L is a compact proper smooth I‑submanifold of M such
that any 2‑sphere component of aM meets L withal least three polntSI Tt is said
to have the hyperboIE'c coverlng PrOPertyif for every pair of component unions
Lo,Ll ( POSSibly･ 0 ) ofL with L‑Lo ‑ Ll, any finite regularcovering space of

the exterior E(Lo, M) branched along Ll is hyperbolic after spherical completion.

81. Construction
Let L be a link in S3 and b an oriented band spannlng Lwith orientation coherent
with the orientation of上′ (cf. Fig.1(1)).
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Figure 1

Let L/ be a link obtained from L by surgery along b･ For our application to the
first halfofthe statement (2) in the introduction, we take b so that L/ is a split union
of L and a trivial knot O･ We choose mutua一ly disjoint 3‑balls B,L7号= 1,2,3, in

s3 so that LnBL is a 2‑string tangle in Bいas it is illustrated in Fig･1(i),i=1,2,3,

where L n B2 Should belong to one component of L and we do not specify the

strlng Orientation of L n B3･ Let LH be a link obtained from L by a crosslng
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change at a crossing point in FigJ(3). We calHhis crossing point a clas7u･rO.Ming
point. For our application to the latter half of the statement (2) in the introduction,
we take L′′ so that the unlinking number u(L′′) ‑ maxi71(L) ‑ 1っ01. Next, we
replace the 2‑string tangle L n Bt by the graph Gもin Fig･2(i),,I:= 1,2,3.

(21

Figure2

By II we denote a spatial graph occurrlng from L by this replacement. Let
(S三, Ilo) be a good (3,1)一manifold pair obtained from (S3, r) by removing a small

open ball neighborhood of each vertex of r of degree 3. Given an almost identical
imitation
qo : (S喜,Il芸) ‑ (Sg,ro),

we haveanalmost identical graph imitation

q:(S37r*)‑(S3,r)

by taking a spherical completion (cf.[K2]). We consider an H‑graph HL in a 3‑
ball neighborhood Vt aroundthe arc ani ‑ 0, I andanH‑graph Hj in a 31ball
neighborhood V]'around the arc alp.i ‑ 0, I, ‑, 25, and H‑graphs H7 H* in 3‑ball

neighborhoods V, V'aroundthe arcs a,a* which are illustrated in Fig.3(1), (2)
and (3), respectively･

qvi q)vi Ov(3畢
Figure3

We replace these H‑graphs by.certain 2‑tangles withm"m;,m and m'full
twists, respectively, as they are illustrated in Fig.4(l),(2),(3) (In the figure, the

case of positive twists is illustrated and a negative twist is the mirror image of a
positive twist).
We impose the followlng condition on miっm圭m and m*=

(#)

mo+m1

‑mム+m!l+H.+m;S‑m+m*‑0.
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Figure4

Then II changes into a link with the same oriented link type as L. Identifying

this link withL, we see that any almost identicalgraph imitation q : (S3,r*) ‑

(S3,r) induces an almost identical imitation q" = (S3,L*) ‑ (S3,L). Let b* be a
band spanning L* Obtained bythickening thearc ao in Fig.3(i) so that q* maps b*
diffeomorphically onto b. The foIIowlng lemma is obvious from our construction:
Lemma I.I. The map (S3, L*′) ‑ (S3, L') lnducedfrom q* by the surgeries along
a+, a is homotopic to a dWeomorphism, andthe map (S3, L州) ‑ (S3, L′′) induced
from q* by the crossing changes at the clasp crossing points corTleSPOnding by qホ

is homotopic to a dlHeomorphism･
Let M be a 3‑manifold obtained from S3 by removlng intVi, intV,'for all招, intV

and intV". Let U, U'be 31bal1s obtained from S3 by splittlng along a 2‑sphere
such that
(1) LnU is atrivial ㍗(≧ 3)‑string tangle in U , and

(2) V"V,I,V and V* for all i,i are contained in intU.

Lemma 1.2. For any positive number C, theTle is an almost identical graph im‑
itation q : (S3,r*) ‑ (S3,r) extending an almost identical graph imitation
qu : (U, (rn U)*) ‑ (U,rnU) andan almost identical imitation qU′ : (U', (Ln

U')*) ‑ (U′.LnU/) such that (U', (LnU′)*) has the hyperbolic coveringprop‑

ertyand the double covering spaces M2, (U n M)2 0fM, U n M branched along
r+ rl M, Il* n U n M, respectively, are hyperbolic with VoIM2 > 2C.
proof Let r+ be a split union in S3 of an n‑Component trivial link 0 in U and

Il. By lK3], we have analmost identical graph imitation qt : (U, (r+ n U)") ‑
(U,Il+ n U) such that the good (3,1)‑manifold pair (U, (r+ n U)〜) n Sa has the

hyperbolic covering property. By lK31 and lK2, Corollary 3.3], We have an almost
identical imitation qU, : (U', (LnU')*) ‑ (U', Ln U') such that (U', (LnU')*)
has the hyperbolic covering property and the extension (S3, (LnU')" U (LnU)) ‑
(S3,L) of qU, by the identlty On (U.L n U) is homotopic to a diffeomorphism.
Using qE and qU,, we have.an almost identical graph imitation q': (S3,r+辛) ‑

(S3,r+), Let 0+ bethe prelmage OfO by q+ and EUnM ‑E(0*,MnU) and
EM ‑ E(0㌦ M). The double covering space (EUnM)2 0f EUrlM branchedalong
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r+* nUnM ‑O* and lifting the toriaround O* in ∂EUnM trivially is hyperbolic
by the hyperbolic covering property of (U. r小nU)nS.3. By Myers gluing lemma

(cf･[K2, Lemma 5･31),the double cov?ring space (EM)2 0f EM branched along
r+辛 nM10* which extends the covenng (EUnM)2 ‑ EUnM is also hyperbolic,

for (U',r+* n U') ‑ (U', (L n U')") has the hyperbolic covering property. By
Jd,rgensen's theorem rTll,rT2], we have Vol(EM)2 > 2C by taking n so large.
By Thurston's hyperbolic Dehn surgery lTl],[T2], if q : (S3,r*) ‑ (S3,r) is

obtained from (1+ by Dehn surgery along the components of O* and Owith
the s.ame coefficient 1/m for a large positive integer m,then q is an almost

identlCal graph imitation and we have that M2 and (U n M)2 are hyperbolic with
VoIM2 > 2C. This completes the proof.
From now on, We consider an almost identical imitation
q" ‥ (S3,L*) ‑ (S3,L)

induced from an almost identical graph imitation

q= (S3,r*) ‑(S3J)
stated in Lemma 1.2,

Lemma 1.3. For any positive number C, there is a positive constant c such that
foraHm両,γrモ〟〃dm* with (#) a坤汀舶m/I,I, lml, Lm隼C､ (S3,L") has the

hyperbolic coverlng PrOPertyand
c<voIE(L*,S3) <

sup VOIE(L*,S3) <+cx,
(m｡.ml)

･fwePr m･.I,,m and m*for all j･
proof The branched covering spaces S3(L*)2, U(L* n U)2 0f S3, U branched

along L*, L* n U are obtained from M2. (U n M)2 by attaching solid tori whose
attaching meridians valY by the values mいm三, m and m*, Hence by Thurston's
hyperbolic Dehn surgery,there is a number c > 0 such that for all 7叫, m右m, m*

with恒症Im鉢Iml,匪巨, C,S3(L+)2 and U(L* n U)2 are hyperbolic with

VoIS3(L*)2 > 2C. Since the surface aU(L* n U)2 is incompressible in S3(L*)2
which is hyperbolic, we see from lK3, Lemma 1.7] that (S3,L*) has the hyper‑
bolic covering property. Let L2* be the lift of L* to S3(L*)2. Then

voIE(L*,S3) ‑ VOIE(L,*っS3(L*)2)/2 > VoIS3(L*)2/2 > C.
LetL岩bethelinkL* withmL ‑m; ‑ m‑ m* ‑Oforalli,i‑ LetL#bethe
link obtained from L岩by adding the components k" k;, k･ k* for all i,J indicated

inFig.5.
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Figure 5

Note that L* is obtained from L" by the l/mn l/m3, i/m, and 1/m*‑surgeries
along the components ki, ki, k, k+, respectively, for all i,j･ Using that S3(L*)2 is

hyperbolic, we seethat L# is a prime link Since E(L',S3) is hyperbolic for all
m"m;,m and m*with lmiL l旬日叫and tm*l greater than c, We can conclude

from the torus decomposition of E(L#, S3) that L" is a hyperbolic link. Hence by
Thurston's hyperbolic Dehn surgery,
voIE(L*,S3) <

sup VOIE(L*,S3) < +cx,
‡mo,ml)

if we take and fix mi and m,m* for all i with回目m帥7巧> C･ This complete

the proof.

$2. The coemcient polynomials
The skein polynomial PL(e, m) of a link L is calculable in principle by the initial
condition
(1)

Po(C,m)

‑

1,

where 0 is a trivial knot, and the skein relation
(2)

ePL.(e,m)

+e

lpL̲(e,m)

+mPLo(e,m)

‑

0,

where L小L‑ and Lo are links, identical except the part in a 3‑ball B in which

the 2‑strand braids with positive half twist, negative half twist and 0 twist are

occurrlng, respectively. We call an operation producing from one of the links
L+, L‑, Lo the other two links a sket'n move within B. For the component number
r ofL, we let

'p#(L;e,m) ‑ (em)r lpL(e,m).
Then the initial condition and the skein relation are written as
(1#)

(2#)

P#(0;e,m)

‑

I,

‑ゼ2p#(L.;e,mトP#(L̲;e,m) ‑ (e2m2)6p#(L｡;2,m),
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where we let ∂ ‑ (r+.ro+ 1)/2 (=l or 0) for the component numbers r+,ro of

L+lo, respectively.
Then we see easily that P#(L;G,rnノ) is written as

∑ニ=7,p2nJ (L; e) m27㌧

where p,TL(L･,e) is a Laurent polynomial in e2, being 0 except a仙i一e number of
γ1. We denote ‑P2 and ‑m2 by I and y, respectively, and then P#(L;4,m) and

p2n(L;P) by C#(L;I,y) and cT.(L;:r)(‑I)n, respectively･ Clearly, cn(L;I) is a
Laurent polynomial in I,I,･ and we have
c#(L; i:チ y) ‑ ∑,憲,cT〜′(L; I)(t,L･y)rl

Taking c,〜(L;i:) ‑ 0 for nく0, we obtain the following, giving an alternative

descrlptlOn Of the initial condition and the skein relation of the skein polynomial:

Theorem 2.1. There is one and onl,v one link invariantfamily lfLaurent polyn(,‑
〝u'als in I ofa link L whE'ch LIs dent,ted by cn(L;こけγtJ ∈ Z, and has the following

identities:

(I) For a trE‑vial knot 0,

cTL(0;I, ‑ (日(:#=0.三,

(2) LTCm(L+;ニt/I)‑Cn(L̲;I) ‑ ,I,rいb(Lo;L･)jbrallll, WLlth 6 ‑ (r+‑r''+1)/2

( = o or 1 )for the comp('nent numbers r+,ro ofL+, Lo, respectEIvely.

we callthe Laurent polynomial c,‑(L;I) the nth coeがCient polynomial of the

skein polynomial PL(P,m) (or simply, of the link L). Some calculations of the
coefGcient polynomials has been made in rK4]･ For example, for any link L with
the components k,Z,i ‑ 1,2, ･‑,r, and the total linking number人we have

co(L;I) ‑ (T ‑ 1)'11X 入co(kl;.rl,7)co(転JJ>)‑･Co(k･r;.Jr),

｡,(kL;1)‑.意{帖.)‑0直.,2,‑･,r,
and this characterizes the zeroth coefficient polynomial. Since co(L; JJ･) determines
the component number r of L･ we see that for any link L, the family of the co‑

efficient polynomials c,n(L;.7:) for all n determines not only P#(L; i, ,rt/) but also

the skein polynomial PI,(i,m)･ itselfA From now we shall calculate the coem‑
cient polynomial cn(L*;xl) of an almost identical link imitation L* of a link L
constructed in巷日or all mL(i ‑ 0,1),m;(0 ≦ i ≦ 2S),m,γn,* full twists with

condition (#)A We show the following three lemmas:
Lemma 2.2. cm(Lホ;I) is c,,nsTant(,n all mo,ml With mo +TnJ1 ‑ 0･
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Lemma 2･3. CγL(L*;I) ‑ cn(L;X)forall n, with n ≦.S.

Lemma 2･4･ C,i(L*;I) ‑ Cγt(L;I) is divided by xm ‑ I for all n.

ProofofL,emma 2･2･ By hxing the mrs and m′,γr〜ノ*, We Write L* as Lぎm.tm.)･ Let

mo > 0,ml < 0 without loss of generality･ By the skein relation corresponding

to a skein move in V"i ‑0. 1, we have
cn(L(*m,(,,"扉X) ‑ ･T･ lcn(杭n｡‑1,叩1);I) + 1, lcn‑a(L/;I)

and
cn(LEm｡‑1,帆.);I) ‑ XCn(LTm(,I.,m.+.);LT) ‑ Cn‑6(L′;I),

for some ∂ =O or 1. Hence

cn(Lh..m.);I) ‑ cn(LEm(,‑1,,a.+1);X) ‑ ･‑ ‑ C†7(LE'柵;37),

for mJO + m1 ‑ 0･ This completes the proof of Lemma 2.2.

Next, when we fix mい7 ‑ 0, 1, and m,m*, we denote by LEu｡,ul,…,ll,Lg) a link

obtained from L* by replacing mL full twists in Fig,4(2) with u] halftwistsI Thus,
LE2mt,2m1....,2m;S) ‑ L*･ Take a similar presentation of L uslng mt,γ弓,m, m*･
Then we also use the notation L(uo恥.･､u,A if we replace m; full twists with uJ

halftwists and fix the other m"i ‑ 0, 1, and m7m*, SO that L(27nb･2m1,.･2m;S) ‑
L.
If a Laurent polynomial i(X) in二℃ is written as a sum

∑迄1E甘Trljt (I)
With some EL. ‑ ±1, integers ri and Laurent polynomials抽) in x, We say that

I(I) is a unltmultiple sum ,)ffL(I),i ‑ I,2,...,n.

P7100fofL,emma 21 Let
cn(,,0､恥̲ ,u25) ‑ CT,(L(u川,.日,u2.,);JJl)

and
C;i(,LLuP...‥､u,S) ‑ Cr,i(LTuo,u., ,,,u25);I)･

Note by our assumption in S1 that L n B2 in Fig.I(2) belongs to one component
of L･ Then there is a skein move in the 3‑ball V.′ changlng Cニ(2γ中上叫,)

into a unit multiple sum of c･気2m(,,.uE叫,2γ転'and cニ(2m頼2"巨Zr転) With
lull ‑ 】2m/'lトI and lu'lI ‑ l2m'11 ‑2･ There isalso a skein move in V,/

changlng Cニ(2m(,,,u.輿.‑叫S) lntO a unit multiple sum of c*
71‑ 1 (2rrl.'.:LLl ,u2,.‥,2m;ち)

and c7完/(2mb,u.,弓,･･･,2m;.,) With恒2l ‑ F2m;ト1 and恒;l ‑ F2m;ト2･ By in‑

duction on I2mJ;1, there are skein moves in V2'changing (晶恒.叫,2m;Lq)
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into a unit multiple sum of cニ(2両.,0.,,‑塞ぎ'and cニーl(,巾誹)."2砿) for
some odd integers 7県k ‑ lっ2, ‑両l;l･ Hence there are skein moves in Vl′ and

v,I changlng Cニ(2m桝,...叫S) Into a unit multiple sum of 〔晶掴2‑;,‑･12m;.､)

and c:(2両.･｡,･･･2項and the cn‑L(2両.げ㌧･.,2m;5)'S･ Since抑‑ 12m･'1ト2,
we have by induct.ion on Pm'1日hat there are skein moves in Vl', V2'changing
c芸(2m;,2m/I,･･･,2m;S) lntO a unit multiple sum of a hnite number of Laurent polym一

mials of the followlng types:
*

cn(2mムIul.0,‑,2m;.) ,

*

cn(2mt,0,℃,2, ,叫S)

and
*

c7‑ 1 (2m(I"u h‑I,2, ‑,2m;.ラ)

with uhu2 Odd.
Applylng this process to 2mを,ー),2m;.i,3 ‑ 2,3, 1‑,a, We See that there are

skein moves in V,/.i ‑ 1,2,日A123･ changlng C芸,(2mt,叫,･叫S) 1ntO a unit multi‑

ple sum of afinite number of Laurent polynomials of the followlng types:
*

C7L#(2γr巾1 ,‑,U2Ll)

where71‑ES

<n*

≦nandsomevJ

‑0,

and

*

cn‑A(2γnふ叫,‑,u2.｡)

with u.,J Odd. By a property of the almost identical graph imitation, We see that
L;2mい,.ml,25) ‑ L(2‑LLLrl,I I‑V2与)･

Hence
Cニ*(2r帖....V,a)二Cγ叩mJ.,,,"I ‑,γ23)･

Let n ≦ β, Then if
辛

co(2mムLu., ･ ,u2｡) = Co(叫,,,ll‑.‑u2っ)

is proved, we can see from the skein relations corresponding to the skein moves

in the V]l's that
cn･(L*; I) ‑ C;u2m6,2m1 ,.A.,2m;3) ‑ Cノr)∫(2m./"2mト2‑;S) ‑ C"(L;こr)･

To show that
*

co(2m(,);lL‑/ ‥,u25) = C()(2m(/).ul7 ‑ 77L23),

we first notethat for any odd叫〕,L(7L(,.a., ,u,.J IS a link with two or more (in

fact, r + 1) components and LFW,. ,帖) lS an almost identical link imitation of
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L(u(,,恥‑,7L2､). Bythe characterization of the zeroth coefhcient polynomial(lK4]),

we have
*

C()(叫,,叫....,u25) = Co(叫',ul,. ,7J2.㌔)･

There are skein moves in Vo/ chang)ng co*(2777拓･川′2.ヮ) lntO a unit multiple sum of

iSi';,hui諸. asniScaehnite number of Laurent polynomials of the typeC･3(UOITL E ‑ノu25)
LFo,恥. ,‑i,.,) ‑ L(ow ､u,S),

We see from the skein relations corresponding to the skein moves in Vo/ that
辛

co(2m(I"u.. ,ILL2LJ = C｡(2m:,,ul, ,てL2,5)I

This completes血e proof of Lemma 2.3.

proofofL/emma 2･4･ Let L* ‑ Lhが) by hxing the other mi and mL for all

a)]l･Let m > o and m*く0･ Since m+m* ‑ 0･ by skein relations corresponding
to skein moves in l′*, we have

｡n(LEm.m*);I) ‑こrmCn(L;m,o);JJ7) ‑ (1 + ∫ +.･･ +xmll)cn(LH;.T),

where LH denotes a connected sum of the link Lu appearing ln Our COnStruCtion
of il andthe Hopf link. By skein relations corresponding to skein moves in V,
wehave
cn(LEmj');I) ‑.,I: m'cn(LEo,0);I) + LTJuけ〜'(1 + 1: + ‑ + i,汀L 1)cI,,,(L*H;L･),

where上右is a link which is an allmOSt identical link imitation of上′ガ. Noting

L6,o ‑ L, we have

cn鞍轟X.) ‑ Crt(L小笠芋i･Tl"7cn(L*H;･T) ‑ Cn′(LII溺
Note that cr,i(L*H; 1) and cγL(LIZ; 1) are the z27L‑r+‑lCOefficients of the Conway

polynomials of L;I and LH, reSPeCtively･ Since the Conway polynomial is known
to be invariant under any link imitation(cf･lK4]), we have cn(Li; 1) ‑ CγL(LH; I )

and ･7' mcn(LL;rトcn(LH;I) is divided byで1 1, showing that cn(L*;J･ト
cn(L;I) is divided by xT7㌧ 1. The same assertlOn for the case that m < 0 and

TnJ* > 0 is proved similarly･ This completes the proof of Lemma 2.4.

昏3. Main theorem

Theorem 31ll For any link L LAN S3, we consider links L',L′′ such that L′ is

obtained from L by a surgery along a band b with coherent orientation and L′′ is
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C'btainedfrom L by a crossing change within a 3‑ball B where L n B is a trivial

2‑string tangle. Then for any positive integers N, N'andlm｡tive number C, there
LIs an infnite family 管 of almost identLIcal link L'mEltati(,ns L* of L with all qf the

following properties:
(1) Each L* ∈ nJ has the hyperbolic coveringpropertyand there is a number

c‑ > C such that the hyperbolic volume VoIE(L*,S3) < C+ and

supL*｡3VoIE(L*7 S3) ‑ C+,
.〟

(2) For the imitati'M7 map l1 = (S3,L*) ‑ (S3,L), there we a

んU 〟 〟

hU nIj

*コ

spa'ming L* with dLHeomorphism qlb* : b* ‑ T, and a 31ball B*
with a dWeomorphism qlB* : B* ‑ B i"LCh that the maps
(1': (S3,L♯′) ‑ (S3,L'),

and
q" ‥ (S3,L*〝) ‑ (S3､L′′)

inducedfrE'm q by surgeries along b* , b and the crossiylg (血nges within

B*, B correspl)nding by q, respectively, are homotopLIc to dlHeomor‑
phiLmlS,

(3) For any ,n,, the ･TLlh c('efjcient polynomial cn(L*;I) is c,,nstant on all
L* ∈ 3 and c,i(L*;I) ‑ cn(L;Lr)f,"all n < N andthe dlHerence
c,i(L*;I) ‑ cn(L;I) LIs dividedbyェN/ ‑ lforall n ≧ N･

proof ln Lemma I.3, we take Cj to be the family of L* for all mo,γrLI With

I(.rt/o+m･ ‑ o and困> C, by choosing and fixing mLっm and rm"or all
J,} ‑ 0.1,..,25. so thatthey satisfy (#) andhave s ‑ N‑ 1万矧> c and
lmt , maxtcIN'‑月, Let C十‑ su.pL,∈3 VoIE(L*､S3)I Then for any L* ∈
cj, L半is an almost identical link imitatlOn Of L with hyperbolic coverlng Property

and C <VoIE(L+,S3) < C+, showing (i)･ We obtain (2) from Lemma I.I. We
obtain (3) from Lemmas 2.2,2.3,2.4, This completes the proof･

Remark 3.2. For the Jones polynomialVL(i)(Cf,[Jl) of a link L, we let

v#(L;i) ‑ (V7 ‑tJ7)r‑lvL(tTl),
where r is the component number of L･ Then we have
v#(L;i) ‑ ∑n'=cc.cn(L;t2)t'rL(i ‑ 1)2n

(cf.lK41). Thus, the statement (3) of Theorem 311 implies that V#(L*; i) and hence
vLk(i) are constant on all L* ∈ S and tl#(L米;i) ‑ V#(L;i) is divided by (i ‑
I)2N(t2N′ ‑ I).
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